
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PHOTO CONTEST

L’ONDA NUOVA - ANNO 2019 - COMO

CONTEST RULES

ORGANIZERS

The photography contest meaningfully named “L’ONDA NUOVA (The New Wave)”  (a wish for 

future photographers), now at its first edition, is promoted and realized by “Casa

Vincenziana Onlus Como – Comunità Gli Olivi”, in collaboration with the festival

“La Grande Fotografia a Como” and sponsorized by A.F.I.P..

Executive Committee:

GIOVANNI GASTEL, supervisor and President of the judging committee

MARIA CRISTINA BRANDINI, creator, curator and organisational manager

AMALIA ONNIS, "Casa Vincenziana Onlus Como" delegate

THEME

The contest “L’ONDA NUOVA” comes from the wish to create a link between the exhibition 

of a Great Photographer of recognized international fame, and at the same time, an 

exhibition of pictures taken by good, interesting photographers not yet known to the general

public.

For these reasons later this year, on October, will be opened at "Palazzo del Broletto di 

Como", the exhibition named "Giovanni Gastel per il Piccolo Principe", which will feature the

amazing photographer from Milan, a worldwide celebrity, showcasing his works about this 

heartbreaking and delicate subject, "Violated Childhood", a relevant topic of deep social and 

moral importance, anyway still difficult to deal with.

So, assignment of the contest, will be telling through images about the redemption path 



from a life in grief to a resurrection in happiness. Each participant will cover the matter taking 

three photos about one or more of these subjects, according to his/her feelings and way of 

life.

1) Grief

2) The joy of life (Rebirth)

3) The summer colors of the soul

HOW TO APPLY

Participation to the contest “L’ONDA NUOVA” is open to every photographer from age 18.

Each one will be able to send a maximum of three pictures attached to the -filled out and 

signed- registration form.

It's neeeded a registration fee of € 20,00 (twenty/00).

The payment must be cleared via bank transfer to

IBAN IT 08 D 03104 10902 000000820189

Account name: Casa Vincenziana ONLUS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE PHOTOS

Both black and white and color are accepted, both vertical and horizontal (portrait/landscape) 

orientation, resolution must be 300 dpi and the file has to be in JPEG (jpg) format.

Works made entirely with the use of a computer are not accepted.

Pictures must be new and unpublished.

Every picture, in the filename, must be marked by the subect's of choice number:

(here for reference) >>> 1 Grief, 2 The joy of life (Rebirth), 3 The summer colors of the soul

Every picture, in the filename, also must have a title and NOT state the author's name or 

other distinguishing marks.



Pictures not conforming to these rules will be rejected.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS - DELIVERY DEADLINE

The deadline for delivering the photography works for the contest, together with the 

registration form and a payment copy is:

2019, September 10th, GMT+2  23:59

Delivery must be made online through wetransfer.com to the following email address:

info@londanuova.photo

JURY

The board of examiners, whose decision is final and binding, is made by:

GIOVANNI GASTEL, Photographer Board's President

ENZO PIFFERI, Photographer Examiner

UMBERTO FRIGERIO, Photographer Examiner

GLORIANA VALSECCHI, Comunità degli Olivi Coordinator Examiner

MATTEO CSEPELI, Photographer Examiner

PRIZES 

The board of examiners, upon careful selection, will choose among all participants

three winners. They will receive the following prizes according to their ranking.

1st Place € 500, a plate memory and two books by Giovanni Gastel and Enzo Pifferi

2nd Place € 350 and a memory scroll

3rd Place € 200 and a memory scroll

Besides these prizes, the works by the first three ranked participants (printing cost will be 

borne by the authors, upon arrangement with the contest organizers regarding size and 



materials) will be exhibited at Palazzo del Broletto di Como, for the whole duration

(5-27 October 2019) of the exhibition “Giovanni Gastel per il Piccolo Principe”. 

The winners will have the pleasure and great privilege to have their works exhibited 

together with those by the famous Photographer from Milan Giovanni Gastel in an 

extraordinary and evocative historical location.

The awards ceremony will be held the same day of the Artis's exhibiton opening (October 

2019, the 5th, 5 p.m.).

Clearly we will provide in time any useful further information to the three winners.

PRIVACY AND DISCLAIMER 

The copyrights for the submitted photography works are only property of the author. 

The author authorizes the use of the photography works for events or publishing

directly connected to this photo contest, or activities related to both the institutional 

and promotional purposes by the promoter Association, in a no-profit manner.

Each author is personally responsible for the works submitted.

Without a written prohibition, the Organization is authorised to reproduce the works on 

paper catalogue and also online publications.

Every time a work is used, the photo will be accompanied by the author's name and,

where possible, by explicative notes by the author him/herself.

We inform you that all the personal data provided by the participants will be used for

the activities related to the institutional and promotional purposes according to what

legally provided by D.L. G. 30 June 2003 n. 196.

All the material submitted won't be returned.



For further info visit https://www.londanuova.photo


